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Abstract 

Access to electricity is essential for socioeconomic growth, especially in developing 
countries. However, over 1.1 billion people still do not have access to modern sources of 
energy. This is particularly prevalent in rural or remote areas, where renewable off-grid 
solutions and particularly minigrids seem the most cost-effective solution to deliver long-
term energy solutions. Comprehensively forecasting energy demand in these areas and 
designing the most optimal solution requires a thorough feasibility design process. A 
literature review of project development tasks revealed that a research gap regarding how 
the household’s ability to pay relates with the project’s cost exists. This frequently leads to 
viability gaps, which demand costly and time-consuming manual adaptations to the project’s 
design.  The goal of the study was to adapt household’s ability to pay and energy demand 
assessment at early stages of minigrid design so as to avoid these adaptations at later stages. 
Rural Nepal was chosen as a case study, and an extensive energy household survey based on 
multidimensional energy access parameters developed by the Reiner Lemoine Institute was 
used. The data employed was collected from 9 different rural municipalities from Province 
Number 1 and Province number 7, with a total of 3600 surveyed households. Households 
were clustered into three wealth groups, using socioeconomic variables such as education, 
financial status, owned and desired electrical appliances and willingness to pay. The 
construction of a stochastic load modeller using R allowed translating the energy needs of 
each wealth groups into load profiles. The most common energy services for the different 
clusters are lighting and communication for group 1, plus entertainment and space cooling 
for group 2, plus occasional thermal loads or base loads (fridge) for group 3.  A cost estimator 
was built through a linear regression to obtain an overall project cost estimation based on 
the customer distribution. In parallel, household estimated-energy-expenditures were 
determined by allocating a literature-accepted percentage of their total annual expenditures 
over the entire project lifetime. This value was averaged for each municipality and wealth 
group, and a community’s minigrid economic potential was determined using the 
municipality’s average customer distribution as a reference. By using this and the cost 
estimator, it is possible to quantify a potential viability gap based on the customer 
distribution. An automated adaptation tool was designed in R to obtain the most similar 
feasible customer distribution when a viability gap is encountered. This is done by fixing the 
economic potential and using the customer distribution and its associated cost as a variable. 
Results show that in all but one municipality, providing households with basic energy services 
is viable, while an average grant of 75 USD per type 2 household and 515 USD per type 3 
household for the entire project life-time is required. Additionally, only three municipalities 
suggest a feasible average customer distribution, while the rest required adaptation. 
However, a significant regional heterogeneity exists, suggesting that location-specific 
policies are required to optimise the effects of subsidies. The study also shows that while the 
demand for higher energy services exists in rural Nepal, there is a significant lack of available 
income that impedes this supply, and policy makers and energy planners should work to 
bridge this gap in order to foster socioeconomic development.  
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 

1.1 Rural Electrification – Status Quo and Challenges 

Access to electricity is essential for socio-economic growth, and becomes especially 

relevant in developing economies  [1][2]. It has been proven to be related to education 

level, employment opportunities, increase in GDP ( Gross Domestic Product) per capita 

and improved health care [3][4]. 

In the last two decades, hundreds of millions of people have gained access to electricity, 

especially in China and India [5] . However, over 1.1 billion people still do not have access to 

modern sources of energy, which is more than 14 % of the world’s population (World Bank, 

IEA, & Energy Sector Management Assistance Program, 2017). In sub-Saharan Africa, only 43 

% of the population has access to electricity [7], and this supply is frequently unreliable and 

out-of-reach [8] [9].  Frequent blackouts have serious economic impact on African firms and 

can lead to costs accounting for more than 30% of sales [9] . In Asia and the Pacific, over 700 

million people have no access to modern energy [10], and around two billion rely on solid 

fuels such as dung, crop waste or wood for cooking, leading to serious health-related 

problems  [11][12]. Figure 2 shows national electricity access rates worldwide. Despite 

improvements in national electricity rates, rural households typically continue to suffer 

poorer access to electricity, with around 87% of the world’s unelectrified population living 

in rural areas [13]. Figure 1 conveys how the share of rural population with electricity access 

is lower than the total population with electricity access in almost all developing countries. 
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Figure 1. Share of Rural Population with Electricity Access ( Y-axis) vs Share of Total Population 
with Electricity Access (X-axis).  

Source: World Development Indicators 

Since the United Nations adopted the SDGs in 2015, energy access has gained a lot of 

international and public attention. The SDGs comprise 17 main goals in the world’s 

development agenda for 2030, where SDG 7 is ‘Ensuring Access to Affordable, Reliable, 

Sustainable and Modern Energy for All ’ [14]. The UN has launched the Sustainable Energy 

for All (SE4ALL) initiative, whose main goal is to see SDG7’s targets met by involving and 

supporting all stakeholders.  
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Figure 2. Share of the population with access to electricity, 2015.  

Source: The World Bank 

Building and expanding the national grid has been the traditional approach of developed 

countries to provide their citizens with electricity [15] . While this approach also seems 

convenient for developing countries in high-density urban areas or high power industries 

[16], other alternatives are more cost-efficient when it comes to electrifying remote areas  

[17][18]. 

The biggest challenge that a national grid-extension approach faces are the capital costs 

of extending the line and infrastructure to remote areas, frequently with a low population 

density [19]. Besides grid extension, other typical alternatives for rural electrification are 

minigrid construction or solar home systems (SHS) [20]. Still, to adequately define the 

most convenient solution for every context, local characteristics and active policies and 

regulations must be considered [21]. Some of these location-specific variables are 

population density,  existing and planned infrastructure, tariffs for grid electricity, or fuel 

costs for consumers or off-grid technology costs, amongst others [20] [18]. GIS analysis of 

region-specific characteristics such as energy resources, existing infrastructure or 

geographic terrain has been combined with  levelized cost simulations, revealing that in 

remote or low densely populated areas, off-grid solutions are often more cost-effective 

than grid extension[21][22][23]. 
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1.2 Decentralised Electrification – Private and Public Sector Approaches 

It is estimated that minigrids, combined with other alternatives of distributed renewable 

energy solution, are the least costly option for a significant share of the new connections 

required in sub-Saharan Africa [5][24][25]. While SHS have been proven to be the most 

convenient solution for sparse populations in low demand areas [26], mini-grids offer long 

term energy solutions with a high potential to accelerate development [27].  If energy 

access level and quality is measured according to the World Bank’s Multi-Tier Framework 

[28] , SHS are only more cost effective than minigrids up to Tier 2 [29]. Beyond this point, 

except in very low-density population areas, minigrids are a more cost effective 

decentralised solution. It has also been proven that renewable energy powered minigrids 

or hybrid minigrids are in almost all cases more cost effective than pure diesel powered 

minigrids [30].  

When it comes to minigrids, there are several standard ownership and operation 

strategies [31].  Choosing the most suitable strategy for each context is a key decision 

when it comes to the project’s viability [32]. Most common implementation strategies are 

listed below: 

Private 
A private investor pays for equipment, installation and maintenance, and investment is 

frequently obtained through private equity and commercial loans. This approach is usual 

in countries with supportive policies, standardised procedures for land-easement and 

accessible credit for investors [33]. A legal framework that enables independent power 

production and distribution is required too [34].  

Community Based Model 
In this type of model, the local community owns, operates and maintains the installation. 

It is common that developers or public entities provide help with the financing, design 

and sizing and implementation. Community is responsible for tariff collection, and this is 

usually taken care of by a local electricity cooperative [35]. This implementation is 

frequent in remote areas where electrification is not attractive enough for private 

entrepreneurs, and when financial support can be obtained from government or other 

donors to partially cover up-front costs [34] [36]. 
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Utility-Based Model 
The same way government-owned utilities run and operate the national grid, this model 

can be transferred to independent mini-grids.  Subsidies are usually used in order to keep 

tariffs at an affordable level for minigrid consumers, frequently at the same price paid by 

customers serviced through the national grid  [34]. It requires the willingness from utilities 

to work with communities to reach common goals, as well as a minigrid-supportive 

government policy [37]. It is also essential that government and utility have a clear and 

structured plan for grid extension, as well as what happens if the national grid arrives to 

a minigrid electrified village [38].  

Hybrid Ownership Model 
These models are a combination of the three main actors explained above – local 

communities, private enterprises and government-owned utilities-, and frequently known 

as public - private partnerships. These are frequently used in regions where the regulatory 

framework supports minigrids and when developers are not capable of managing the 

project by themselves [34].While this strategy maximises efficiency and optimizes 

capabilities, it can be hard to coordinate its complex stakeholder structures [39].  

 

Each of the models mentioned above have their own strengths and weaknesses, but all 

face the barrier of securing debt and equity necessary for front-loaded microgrid capital 

costs [24]. Regardless the chosen ownership type and business model, financing a 

minigrid in developing countries is challenging. High interest rates in developing 

countries, region uncertainty, bank unfamiliarity with small scale renewable energy 

solutions and lack of expertise in financial analysis from local developers are some of the 

most typical financial barriers [34]. For these reasons, performing a thorough financial 

analysis that considers the projects potential revenue and cost is essential.  

1.3 Minigrid Project Development 

Before arriving at challenges related to securing equity and debt, minigrid developers face 

some other barriers and tasks related to project evaluation. 

In order to determine the potential energy demand in mostly electrified communities, 

several methods such as econometric or usage accounting are common today [40]. 

Building up household demand by characterising  individual appliance use is a commonly 

used method [41] [42][43][44]. In order to characterise appliance usage or other energy 
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usage parameters, household and enterprise surveys are a commonly used methodology 

[45][46][47][44]. GIS tools are also frequently employed in order to map a regions 

population density and try to estimate its potential energy demand [30][18][48][26]. In 

order to simulate real-life variability, randomisation of some parameters can be included 

in the construction of an energy load profile [43][49][44]. Some researchers have 

developed more top-down approaches, where a bigger region is characterised and then 

location specific parameters are included [26]. When using surveys it is also important to 

consider potential positive answer bias inflating demand estimations [50]. 

Assessing intention to purchase new appliances in the future, as well as income proxies, 

are common approaches to estimate potential future growth of demand [45][47]. Other 

researchers classify customers by appliance packages, and use this methodology to 

quantify demand growth [50]. Focus group discussions with community leaders are also 

used to characterise future growth [51] .  

When a load profile has been determined, as well as its projected growth has been 

estimated, a technical solution that meets this demand must be designed and sized [47]. 

The most convenient technical solution will depend on the load profile and the site’s 

available natural resources [52], as well as traditional fuel prices [35]. In order to obtain 

the most optimal design and sizing, modelling tools such as HOMER (NREL) are commonly 

used [34][42][52], as well as open-source sizing tools such as OEMOF [43][53]. Frequently, 

these tools also provide insights on the CAPEX and OPEX costs associated to its output 

designs.  

The tariff-design is also a key step in project evaluation, as it is strictly related with 

customers’ ability and willingness to pay. However, it is frequently not considered in 

minigrid design workflows. Some researchers have included it as a required step but not 

explained the required methodology in detail [47][54], while in other cases a detailed and 

well-explained methodology is provided, but based on a relatively small sample [44]. 

Finally, when comparing the potential cost of the desired demand with the customer’s 

ability to pay, corrective factors have been assumed to make the project viable, but 

without going into further detail [47]. 

The following table conveys how different publication regarding minigrid design have 

dealt with the different tasks described above. 
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Table 1. Project Development Literature Review by tasks. Different publications regarding rural 
electrification and minigrid desing were reviewed and categorised according to the fields 
observed in the table below.  

Author 
Demand 

 Assessment 
Demand  
Growth 

Technology  
Sizing 

Cost ATP 
Viability 

Gap 

[55] No No No Yes No No 

[56] Simple No No No No No 

[57] Yes Yes No No No No 

[40] Yes Yes No No No No 

[43] Yes Yes No No No No 

[58] Simple Simple No Yes No No 

[42] Yes Simple Simple Yes No No 

[59] Simple No Yes Yes No No 

[1] Simple No Yes Yes No No 

[60] Yes No Yes Yes No No 

[61] Simple Simple Yes Yes No No 

[52] Yes Simple Yes Yes No No 

[45] Yes Simple Yes Yes No No 

[46] Yes Simple Yes Yes No No 

[50] Yes Yes Yes Yes No No 

[48] Yes Yes Yes Yes No No 

[18] Yes Yes Yes Yes No No 

[49] Yes Yes Yes Yes No No 

[26] Yes Yes Yes Yes No No 

[62] Yes Yes Yes Yes No No 

[63] Simple No Yes No Simple No 

[54] Yes Yes Yes Yes Simple No 

[51] Yes Yes Yes Yes Simple No 

[64] Simple No Yes Yes No Simple 

[65] Simple Simple Simple Simple Simple Simple 

[66] Simple Simple Simple Simple Simple Simple 

[67] No Yes No Yes Simple Simple 

[44] Yes Simple Simple Simple Yes Yes 

[68] No No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

[69] Simple No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

[70] Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

[47] Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

 

Source: Author 

It can be observed that there is a clear gap in assessing project financial viability in the 

design phase, and it is for this reason that this will we become the focus of this study.  
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1.4 Case Study – Nepal 

Nepal Background 

Nepal, a land-locked country in South Asia located mostly in the Himalayas and with a 

population of 29 million habitants (2016 estimation), has been chosen as a case study for 

the purpose of this research.  The country can be divided into three different topographic 

regions depending on elevation: Mountains (4800 – 8839 m a.s.l), Hills (610 – 4800 m a.s.l) 

and Plains or Terai (0 – 610 m a.s.l). Around 8% of the population lives in Mountain 

regions, while 45 % live in the Hills and 47% live in the Terai region, the country’s most 

fertile and developed part. The challenges of the Himalayan terrain makes it complex to 

reach remote communities.  

Nepal has a GDP per capita of 729.5 USD (2016), which makes it one of the least developed 

Asian Countries [71]. It ranked 149th out of 188th in the HDI in 2018, with its score being 

of 0.57 [72] . Around 81% of the country’s population lives in rural areas, with 25 % living 

under the national poverty line [73] 

Energy Situation 

Nepal possesses no known reserves of oil, gas or coal, except for minor lignite deposits 

[74]. Over 75% of the used coal and all the oil are imported from India [75]. Primary 

energy main sources are biomass, oil, coal, hydro and electricity, as can be seen in Figure 

3(a). Biomass is typically used in the form of firewood, cattle dung, and agricultural waste, 

and it dominates the energy mix due to a poor state of the economy and lack of 

alternative supply sources [74]. 
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Figure 3. (a) Primary Energy Supply Mix, 2014. (b) Final Energy Consumption Mix, 2014.  

Source: IEA 

Regarding energy access, the population with some sort of supply is 76%  [5]. However, 

there is a significant urban-rural divide: 97% of households in urban areas have access to 

electricity , while in rural areas only 72 % have access [5] . In addition, the supply is most 

frequently unreliable and expensive, with power and availability limitations [76]. Nepal is 

significantly rich when it comes to renewable energy resources. It has more than 6000 

rivers with a total length of  around 45,000 km and 200 billion cubic metres of water 

discharge [77]. These offer a very valuable hydro resource, with a potential that exceeds 

the countries peak electricity demand[76]. Additionally, it has 300 days of sunshine, with 

a national average insolation of 4.7 kWh/m2/day [77]. These resources, added to the fact 

that the country does not have significant fossil fuel reserves, create very favourable 

conditions for renewable energy electrification programmes. For this reason, the 

government only supports programmes based on renewable energy for rural 

electrification [74]  

Electrification plans in Nepal consist of both grid-expansion and off-grid solutions. The 

Nepal Electricity Authority (NEA) is in charge of the grid electrification, while the 

Alternative Energy Promotion Centre (AEPC) promotes off-grid electrification. Offgrid 

solutions have been mostly  solar and hydro minigrids (eg. Adhikola Hydro Power Project 

5.1 MW) and SHS [74]. Diesel only based solutions are not supported by public policy, and 

thus their uptake is negligible.  
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As shown in Figure 3 (b), more than 80% of the country’s energy consumption can be 

accounted to the residential sector, while commercial sector only consumes 2%, and 

transport and industry consume 7% and 6% respectively (ADB 2017). For this reason, the 

study will focus in household energy consumption.  

Household Survey 

In 2018, the Reiner Lemoine Institut (RLI) developed an extensive energy household 

survey based on multidimensional energy access for rural Nepal [78]. This was funded by 

GIZ Nepal, under the Renewable Energy for Rural Areas (RERA) program and collaborating 

with AEPC. The main goal of this survey was to collect primary data to support energy 

policy and planning by better understanding the current status of energy access in the 

rural municipalities of Nepal. Additionally, it was intended to capture the socioeconomic 

characteristics and behaviours of current and potential electricity consumers.  

Data was collected from 9 different rural municipalities from Province Number 1 and 

Province Number 7 (N = 3600). Province 1 is the most eastern region, while Province 7 is 

the most western one. With a total population of 4.5 and 2.5 million inhabitants 

respectively, both provinces have similar population densities (175 and 130 people / 

sq.km). However, province 1 is the third wealthiest province according to the 

Multidimensional Poverty Index report of Nepal, while province 7 is the third poorest  

[79].  

The survey design followed the multi-tier framework developed by the ESMAP and the 

World Bank [28]. Subsequently, it was adapted to the Nepalese context after having 

conducted three different Focus Discussion Groups (FDG), where respondents were 

selected taking gender and socio-cultural aspects into consideration [78]. The MTF’s 

approach measures electricity access across different tiers and considers seven different 

attributes; peak capacity, availability, reliability, quality, affordability, legality and health 

& safety.  

 
As for the data collection, the assessed municipalities surveyed were selected by RERA. 

Different criteria such as current energy access status (no grid extension planned in 

following years), cooperation history and budget. 
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Regarding the sampling, a multistage gridded population strategy  [80] was chosen by 

using remotely sensed World Pop datasets [81], where every household is assigned to a 

grid square [78]. The sample grid squares are selected based on a probability 

proportionate to population size, within which 10 households were selected randomly by 

enumerators in the field. The multistage gridded population sampling strategy reduces 

bias by ensuring that every household in the municipality has an equal chance of 

answering the survey [80].  

Data obtained from the enumerators was verified by RERA supervisors and by RLI 

researchers. When relationships between questions existed, uniformity and consistency 

was verified too. Direct communication with enumerators, which were local inhabitants 

of the municipalities, allowed a high level of consultation when inconsistencies were 

found.  

Figure 4 shows the different provinces of Nepal and the existing transmission network, 

and highlights the municipalities that were assessed in the study.  

 

 
Figure 4. Nepal Map showing Surveyed Municipalities. On the top left, Province 7 
muncipalities are shown, on the top right, Province 1 muncipalities. Bottom figure shows and 
Nepal and  the surveyed municipalities. 

Source: Author 
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1.5 Research Questions 

The   performed literature review, as well as previous work and Nepal specific studies, 

allows us to formulate the following research questions for the purpose of this study: 

1) How can the energy access level and distribution of customers be linked to an 

overall project cost estimation for rural microgrids? 

2) How can a community’s ability to pay be integrated into the microgrid feasibility 

assessment process so as to avoid costly adaptations at a later project stage? 

3) What are the implications of different municipal-level scenarios of customer 

distribution prioritisation and energy-access level modifications on microgrid 

project viability? 
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Chapter 2:  Methodology 

2.1   Methodology Abstract 

The main goal of this chapter is to design a methodology in order to better integrate 

energy demand assessment and customer’s ability to pay into the design of decentralised 

energy supply solutions.  Figure 5 conveys the typical design process (left) and the 

proposed methodology (right). The aim is to be able to compare a community’s revenue 

potential over the course of the project’s lifetime with the cost of the solution that 

supplies the initially assessed demand at early stages of the design process. This would 

allow to quickly identify a potential viability gap, and avoid costly redesigns or manual 

adaptations at a later stage. Subsequently, if a viability gap is found, a feasible customer 

distribution will be proposed, if financially possible.  

 

 

Figure 5. Project Design Process and Proposed Methodology: Status Quo represents a typically 
observed flow in minigrid project development. On the right, the Proposed Alternative is 
presented. 

Source: Author 
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In order to fulfil the proposed automation loop, the following subtopics will be developed: 

 Customer Clustering Method:  A method to classify customers into different groups, 

allowing to use this classification for customer distribution definition.  

 Load Generator: Simulate the energy usage for each type of customer as a load 

profile. 

 Cost Estimator: Estimate the cost of meeting the energy needs of a specific customer 

distribution or group of customers with a specific technology. 

  Community’s Minigrid Economic Potential: Method to find a community’s economic 

potential figure that can be compared to cost estimation of the whole project. 

 Customer Distribution Adaptation: Algorithm or logic to automatically explore if a 

feasible customer distribution exists when the initial distribution is proven 

economically unfeasible. 

2.2 Customer Classification 

In order to classify customers into different categories or groups, the k-means cluster-

analysis algorithm has been used.  K-means is one of the most frequently used machine 

learning algorithms for partitioning a data set in to a group of k groups or clusters. The 

number of desired clusters must be specified, and then the algorithm will classify data so 

that observations within the same cluster are as similar as possible, while observations 

from different groups are as dissimilar as possible [82]. Each cluster will be represented 

by its centre, which is the mean of points assigned to the cluster.  A set of socioeconomic 

variables were used in order to capture the reality of a Nepal household in a way that 

allows determining energy usage patterns [83] .  

The different values and their possible values are as follows: 

 Education: Respondents had to directly choose the level of education of the 

household leader. The options were ‘No Schooling’, ‘Primary Education’, 

‘Secondary Education’ and ‘Graduate’.  

 Bank Account: Respondents had to answer if they had a bank account with yes/no 

answer. Captures financial status and credit capacity of household 

 Number of Appliances Owned: Created variable that counts the number of 

appliances currently owned by a household. Proxy for current energy usage. 
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 Number of Appliances Desired: Created variable that counts the number of 

appliances that a household plans to purchase soon if electric supply is improved. 

Proxy for potential future energy usage 

 Willingness to Pay: Created variable. Respondents were offered 3 different energy 

packages at different prices. The highest accepted package determines the value 

of this variable. Possible Values: 0 (No package was accepted), 1(Package 1 

accepted), 2 (package 2 accepted), 3 (package 3 accepted). More information on 

the offered energy packages can be found in Appendix A: Customer Wealth Groups 

Characterization. 

 

The customer classification will be used in the following subtopics as a comparative 

framework, and the different identified clusters will be referred to as Wealth Groups. 

Table 2  and Figure 6 show the wealth group distributions for each of the nine surveyed 

municipalities. It can be observed that Wealth Group 1 (WG1) and (WG2) are 

predominant most municipalities, while Wealth Group 3 (WG) represents a significant 

share of the population in Jahada, Shuklaphanta and Dogadaker. 

 More in depth analysis regarding the mean values regarding the variables considering in 

the clustering algorithm can be found in Appendix A: Customer Wealth Groups 

Characterization.  

Table 2. Customer Wealth Group Distributions per Municipality 

Municipality 
Code Wealth 

Group1 
Wealth 
Group 2 

Wealth 
Group 3 

Jahada 1 24% 35% 41% 
Miklajung 2 35% 55% 10% 
Kedarseu 3 52% 46% 3% 

Dogadaker 4 33% 53% 14% 
Chure 5 61% 34% 4% 

Baddikedar 6 41% 55% 4% 
Badimalika 7 59% 36% 5% 

Shuklaphanta 8 25% 42% 33% 
Bithadchir 9 47% 47% 6% 

Source: Author 
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Figure 6. Customer Wealth Group Distribution per municipality. Y axis indicates percentage of 
municipal sample, X axis corresponds to the different municipalities, and fill color defines the 
different wealth groups.  

Source: Author 
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Appliance ownership is one of the most crucial variables to determine a household’s 

energy usage. Figure 7 shows the current ownership rates for a set of basic electric 

appliances in the surveyed municipalities. It can be observed how lighting and mobile 

communication are prevalent in the three wealth groups. Smartphones or tablets and 

radios gain relevance in WG2, while in WG3 high ownership rates for cooling devices and 

television are observed. High power appliances such as electric iron or rice cookers are 

only partially relevant in WG3.    

 

Figure 7. Current Appliance Ownership Rates per Wealth Groups 

Source: Author 
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Figure 8, on the other hand, shows a combination of the current ownership rates plus the 

stated desired appliances.  Energy services such as lighting or basic communication are 

desired by the totality of the sample, while TV ownership aspiration is significantly 

prevalent in all groups too. It is also noticeable how high power appliances become 

increasingly desired as the WG increases. For instance, in WG3, 53% of the respondents 

wish to own a fridge in the near future, while 46% state they want to own a water pump.  

 

 

Figure 8. Desired Appliance Ownership Rates per Wealth Groups 

Source: Author 
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2.3 Load Generator 

Once the appliance ownership rates have been defined for all wealth groups, this must 

be translated into energy consumption patterns to allow further analysis. In order to do 

so, a stochastic load modeller was built in R in collaboration with Setu Pelz’s doctoral 

thesis, after being inspired by similar models [43], [84] as, with the aim of capturing day-

to-day variation and randomness. Firstly, for each wealth group and appliance type, the 

likelihood of owning that type of appliance is defined using a binomial distribution. The 

minimum and maximum number of occurrences for each appliance type is also defined 

(number of occurrences range), as well as the minimum and maximum possible durations 

for each of these occurrences (occurrence duration range) and the hours of the day where 

an occurrence of a given appliance type could take place (availability window). 

Subsequently, after defining these inputs for each appliance type, a random number of 

occurrences is generated, and a random duration is assigned to these occurrences, which 

are also randomly distributed within the availability window.  Figure 9 conveys the logic 

followed in the energy usage characterisation of one appliance for one day, while Table 3 

is an example of the inputs required to model a customer’s energy usage using the 

stochastic load modeller.  
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Figure 9. Stochastic Load Modeller Logic for one appliance. Conveys how randomness is included 
in the process of obtaining a load profile for each type of appliance. The designed load modeller 
combines all the load profiles for each appliance owned by a houshold to obtain a household 
daily load.  

Source: Author 

Table 3. Example of Stochastic Load Modeller Required Inputs. These are the required inputs 
that define the ranges of frequency, duration and power for the considered appliances.  

APPLIANCE 
OWNERSHIP 
LIKELIHOOD QUANTITY 

MIN. 
OCCUR. 

MAX. 
OCCUR. 

MIN. OCC. 
HOURS 

MAX. OCC. 
HOURS 

MAX. DAY 
HOURS 

POWER 
(WATTS) 

LED 1 4 2 6 0.5 4 6 5 

LED.NIGHT 1 2 1 2 4 5 6 5 

MOBILE 0.95 2 1 2 1 2 2 5 

TABLET 0.22 1 1 2 1 2 2 10 

RADIO 1 2 1 4 1 2 6 20 

TV 1 1 1 4 1 2 6 40 

FRIDGE 0.37 1 12 24 0.5 1 5 200 

Source: Author, [43], [84] 

The parameters used to define the appliance usage and availability windows for each 

wealth group can be found in  Appendix B: Stochastic Load Modeller Input Definition,  as 

well as   the code used to  model the load profiles.  

In order to define the appliance ownership rates considered in the load generation 

process, a combination of the current ownership rates and the respondent’s short-term 

desires was used. For basic appliances such as lighting and mobile phone or radio, a 
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positive answer for future acquisition was considered always valid. For the rest of 

appliances, in order to avoid unlikely-valid positive answers, a verification criteria was 

established.   Each of the appliances is related to one of the three energy packages that 

was offered. For an appliance positive answer to be considered valid, the customer must 

have answered positively too to at least the price of the cheapest package where this 

appliance was offered. A list of the different packages and their associated appliances can 

be found in Appendix B: Stochastic Load Modeller Input Definition  Figure 10 and Figure 

11 convey the differences observed in appliance ownership rates before and after the 

adjustment was applied. The most significant differences can be observed in high power 

appliances, were a relevant fraction of them were considered as false-positives.  

 

Figure 10. Appliance Ownership combining current and desired rates. 

Source: Author 
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Figure 11. Appliance Ownership combining current and desired rates after applying 
adjustment ( based on WTP questions answered by customers). 

Source:  Author 

When generating load profiles for communities in different municipalities, the average 
customer distribution for the whole municipality was considered (see Table 2).   

2.4  Construction of Cost Estimator 

The next task was to build a cost estimator, in order to obtain an approximation of the 

overall cost (CAPEX & OPEX) of a given technology solution to meet the specific energy 

needs of a customer distribution. In this case, the chosen technology was a hybrid solar 

minigrid, including photovoltaic panels, lead acid batteries and diesel generator. This 

technology was chosen because it is suitable for the Nepal natural resource context and 

because of its high degree of standardisation and comparability.  
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For each municipality, minigrids were sized for a range of community sizes, from 50 to 

400 households. Minigrid’s sizing and cost calculation was performed using OFFGRIDDERS 

[85], an open source simulation tool built using the OEMOF framework. Renewable 

fractions from 70% to 80% were considered. The technical and cost input parameters that 

were used in the simulation can be found in Table 4. 

Table 4. Cost and Technical parameters used in the energy modelling tool. Regression to build 
cost estimator is performed using modelling results.   

INPUT PARAMETER NAME VALUE UNIT 

GENERATOR INVESTMENT COST 400 USD/kW 

GENERATOR EFFICIENCY 33 % 

GENERATOR LIFETIME 10 years 

GENERATOR MIN. LOAD 20 % 

FUEL COMBUSTION VALUE 9.8 kWh/litre 

FUEL PRICE 0.9 USD/litre 

INVERTER INVESTMENT COST 400 USD/kW 

INVERTER LIFETIME 15 years 

PV INVESTMENT COST 550 USD/kWp 

PV OPEX COST 25 USD/kWp/year 

PV LIFETIME 25 years 

LEAD ACID BATTERY INVESTMENT COST 215 USD/kWh 

LEAD ACID BATTERY LIFETIME 8 years 

LEAD ACID BATTERY CHARGE EFFICIENCY 90 % 

LEAD ACID BATTERY DISCHARGE EFFICIENCY 90 % 

BATTERY MAX SOC 90 % 

BATTERY MIN SOC 55 % 

MIN. RENEWABLE SHARE 70 % 

PROJECT LIFETIME 20 years 

DISTRIBUTION COSTS 140 USD/HH 

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT COSTS 350 USD/kWp 

METERING AND HH COSTS 40 USD/HH 

LOGISTICS 200 USD/kWp 

INSTALLATION 8% of total Cost pre-install 

Source [86]–[88] 
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2.5 Community’s Minigrid Economic Potential 

In order to identify a potential viability gap, first we must obtain to comparable figures: a 

total project cost, and the community’s economic potential. The first is obtained through 

the built cost estimator. In order to obtain the second, a proxy for each’s household 

annual estimated energy expenditures (EEE) was calculated, and extended over the 

project’s lifetime to obtain the whole contribution to the project that a household could 

afford. Subsequently, this was aggregated through all the households in the considered 

community to obtain the community’s minigrid economic potential (CMEP). All of these 

calculations are performed and compared in year zero USD, with the assumption that the 

price of energy will increase at the same pace as the country’s inflation.  Figure 12 conveys 

the methodology described before, and shows how this CMEP is reached using as inputs 

data from the household survey. 

 

Figure 12. Method followed to obtain a community’s minigrid economic potential (CMEP). In 
blue, the input parameters. In orange, assumptions described in the methodology below, and in 
red, internally created proxies.  

Source: Author 

In order to estimate a household’s ability to pay, a proxy for its total annual expenditures 

was built first from the following survey data:  

(1)    𝑨𝒏𝒏𝒖𝒂𝒍 𝑯𝒐𝒖𝒔𝒆𝒉𝒐𝒍𝒅 𝑬𝒙𝒑𝒆𝒏𝒅𝒊𝒕𝒖𝒓𝒆𝒔 = (𝑴𝒐𝒏𝒕𝒉𝒍𝒚 𝑭𝒐𝒐𝒅 𝑬𝒙𝒑 + 𝑴𝒐𝒏𝒕𝒉𝒍𝒚 𝑮𝒐𝒐𝒅𝒔 & 𝑺𝒆𝒓𝒗𝒊𝒄𝒆𝒔 𝑬𝒙𝒑) ∗
𝟏𝟐 + 𝑨𝒏𝒏𝒖𝒂𝒍 𝑮𝒐𝒐𝒅𝒔 & 𝑺𝒆𝒓𝒗𝒊𝒄𝒆𝒔 𝑬𝒙𝒑 
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Afterwards, a fraction of the household’s annual expenditures was allocated as the 

maximum amount the household could spend in energy services of the total annual 

expenditures was fixed as a base case scenario [28], although other values were explored 

in a sensitivity analysis. From this, an average annual ability-to-pay per household was 

calculated for each wealth group in each municipality. In order to obtain a figure for the 

community’s economic potential, it is still necessary to extend this annual ATP throughout 

the entire project lifetime. For this purpose, 12 years was chosen as a base case scenario. 

Other alternatives will be explored in a sensitivity analysis too.  

 

2.6 Viability Gap 

 Once the method to obtain to comparable figures is defined, the existence of a potential 

viability gap can be explored. The cost of meeting the energy needs of a customer from 

any wealth group is considered fix across the different municipalities, while the ability to 

pay of these customers does change from one municipality to another. This allows to 

explore the different viability gaps that may exist between the cost and the household’s 

ability to pay for each wealth group in each municipality.  

The viability can also be assessed for a whole community. In order to do this, the average 

customer distribution of each municipality was considered, and this was used to, with the 

developed cost estimator, calculate the cost of electrifying a given number of households 

(ex. 100). In parallel, the ATP of each kind of WG in that municipality is linked with the 

total number of considered customers and the municipality’s customer distribution in 

order to obtain the community’s economic potential. With this analysis, information 

regarding the viability status of different municipalities according to their energy needs 

and economic capacity can be obtained.  
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2.7 Customer Distribution Adaptation 

One of the main goals proposed was to quickly assess and quantify a potential viability 

gap in a given project in order to avoid costly and time-consuming manual iterations and 

later stages. The previous topics allow for this goal to be met.  

Another objective is to, once identifying that a viability gap exists, obtaining a viable 

solution that is as similar as possible to the initial identified energy needs. The 

methodology proposed will modify an unfeasible customer distribution, and when 

possible, give as output a feasible one.    

 

 

Figure 13. Logic Summary of Customer Distribution Adapter. A potential viability gap is firstly 
assessed and, if found, the adaptation automated loop begins. If a feasible distribution that 
considers all initial customers exists it will be returned as the obtained output. Alternatively, the 
solution with the smalles connection reduction will be found.  
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Figure 13 conveys the logic followed when adapting an unfeasible customer distribution 

with the aim of connecting all customers. The proposed methodology goes as follows: 

1) With the initial customer distribution, the cost is calculated using this distribution as 

the cost estimator’s input, and the community’s minigrid economic potential (CMEP) 

is obtained according to the community’s municipality EEE findings. The initial viability 

gap (Viability Gap 0 ) is obtained as a result of subtracting the CMEP from the initial 

cost (COST 0).  

2) If the viability gap is greater than zero, the process continues. The different wealth 

groups are classified according to their profitability - this is the ratio between the cost 

associated to each WG and the EEE for that WG in that municipality.  The least 

profitable WG will referred to as WGw, while the most profitable one will be referred 

to as WGB. The remaining WG will be referred to, if necessary, as WGm .  

3) The first aim will be to obtain a feasible customer distribution without reducing the 

number of initial connections, although this may not be possible. In order to do so, 

customers from WGw will be shifted one level down, this is to the closest lower WG. 

After, with the resulting new distribution, the actualised costs will be compared again 

with the community’s CMEP, and we will verify if the viability gap still exists. This 

process will be repeated iteratively until the viability gap is removed or  the number 

of customers in WGw becomes zero. In this latter case, the same methodology is 

applied but shifting customers from WGm to WGB. If all customers are already shifted 

to the most profitable WG before the viability gap has been successfully removed, this 

will mean there is no feasible distribution without losing connections.  

4) In the event of not being able to find a feasible distribution including all the initial 

customers, the possibility of losing customers is explored. If we are in this scenario, it 

has already been proven that even if all customers are shifted to WGB , the viability 

gap does not disappear. For this reason, we will start by dropping a set of customers 

from the WG with the lowest  EEE  in absolute value (not related to its profitability), 

and then applying the methodology described before but considering the new 

customer distribution and the updated CMEP (subtracting the part that came from 

the customers that are not being considered anymore).   
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Chapter 3:  Results  

3.2 Customer Classification 

The results for this section were show in Chapter 2.2 

3.3 Load Generator 

The use of the stochastic load modeller provides slightly different results in every 

simulation due to the randomness included in its logic. Still, the overall average energy 

consumption per day remains comparable within each WG.  

Table 5. Average Daily Energy Consumption per Wealth Group in kWh. 

Average Daily Energy Consumption (kWh  / day) 
WG 1  WG2  WG3 
270 650 1250 

Source: Author 

If compared to the World Bank’s MTF, in terms of daily energy consumption, WG1 could 

be comparable to Tier 1, WG2 would be comparable to a low Tier 2, and WG2 to a Tier 3 

customer.  

Figure 14 shows an example of a daily load profile for each of the three wealth groups.  
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Figure 14. Daily Load Profile Examples in Watts for each WG. Appliances can be distignuished 
by color, and size scale differs in each of the profiles.  

Source: Author 
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Significant differences between load profiles associated to each WG can be observed. 

While in both WG1 and WG2 most of the consumption focuses on evening hours, a more 

spread distribution is found in WG3. This is because WG1 and WG2 are lighting, 

communication and entertainment energy services. The scale on the graphs is also 

significantly different: A typical load peak for WG1 could be less than 30W, while in WG2 

values of 100W can be observed. Regarding WG3, the potential use of high-power 

appliances leads to higher peaks of around 500W.   

The wealth group distributions per municipality shown in Table 2 were combined with the 

Stochastic Load Generator to recreate community load profiles that represented the 

reality of each community. Figure 15 shows daily load profiles by Wealth Group for each 

municipality, when a community of 100 households was simulated. It is noticeable how 

WG1 consumers have a small impact on the total load profiles of the simulated 

communities, even if they represent more than 40% of the total population in 5 different 

municipalities. On the other hand, it is seen how the consumption in Jahada is almost 

entirely caused by its WG3 customers, while they represent only 41% of the entire 

distribution. Additionally, high demand peaks compared to base load are observed in 

municipalities with a high share of WG3 customers, caused by the use of high power 

appliances. 
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Figure 15. 100-household community load profiles per assessed municipality. Color conveys 
correspondent part for each WG.  X axis corresponds to hour of the day, while Y axis corresponds 
to Power (W). 

3.4 Construction of Cost Estimator 

The results of the linear regression performed in order to obtain a simple equation that 

allows an estimation of minigrid costs based on a customer distribution are as follows: 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑈𝑆𝐷)

= −493 + 442 · (𝑁 𝑜𝑓 𝑊𝐺1) + 714 · (𝑁 𝑜𝑓 𝑊𝐺2) + 1277 · (𝑁 𝑜𝑓 𝑊𝐺3)  

More details about these coefficients can be found in Appendix C: Cost Estimator. Taking 

these results into account, a rough cost of electrification the different types of customers 

with the described technologies can be found in Table 6.  
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Table 6. Average Cost of Supplying the needs of each Customer Type with Solar, Batteries and 
Diesel Hybrid Minigrids based on performed linear regression. 

 Average Cost per Customer (USD) 

WG 1  WG2  WG3 
440 $ 715 $ 1280 $ 

 

It can already be observed how the cost does not increase linearly with the average daily 

energy consumption. While a customer from WG1 has a ratio of 1.63 for Cost-Daily 

Energy, it is seen that this ratio decreases to 1.03 for WG3 customers. This is due to fix 

costs per customer that are independent of the consumed energy.  

3.5 Community’s Minigrid Economic Potential 

After applying the methodology described in section 2.5, the ability to pay per customer 

for the entire project lifetime is shown in Table 7. 

Table 7. Ability to Pay per Customer for the entire project's lifetime  in Year Zero USD. Values in 
this table consider 12 years of project lifetime and a 5% of houshold total annual expenditures 
addressed to  paying for improved energy services. 

Municipality WG1 EEE (USD) WG2 EEE (USD) WG3 EEE (USD) 
Jahada 648 732 864 

Miklajung 672 852 864 
Kedarseu 576 696 912 

Dogadaker 372 432 660 
Chure 468 576 756 

Baddikedar 492 552 648 
Badimalika 744 768 900 

Shuklaphanta 468 564 684 
Bithadchir 468 588 600 

 

Across the different municipalities and WGs, the minimum average ATP per household is 

in Dogaker Municipality, where WG1 customers can afford on average to address 372 Y0 

USD to the improved energy services. On the other hand, the highest ATP per WG is found 

in Badimalika municipality, where WG3 could afford 900 USD. It must be highlighted that 

even if Household Expenditures was not a variable used when defining the three clusters 

as mentioned in section 2.2 Customer Classification, a crescent tendency in ATP within 

WGs in all municipalities can be observed.  
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3.6 Viability Gap 

However, it is also worth noting that while this increase in EEE as we move up the WGs  is 

not linearly related or comparable with the increase in the costs related to electrifying 

these customers. Figure 16 conveys the EEE for each WG and in each municipality, and 

also shows the cost per customer associated to each WG for comparison. Points above 

the future cost (dashed-line) for each WG indicate financial viability.  

 

Figure 16. Project life-time EEE (Y axis) for each WG (X axis) in all municipalities (colour lines.) 
Costs of electrifying each WG are shown in horizontal dashed lines in green for WG1, blue for 
WG2 and red for WG3.  Size of dots indicates the percentage of customers in that Wealth Group 
for each municipality.  

 

The figure shows how in all but one municipality, customers in WG1 have an EEE which is 

higher that their associated electrification cost. As for WG2, in only three municipalities 

the cost of electrification is lower than the EEE, but in most of them the cost and EEE for 

WG2 are relatively similar. On the other hand, EEE for WG3 in all municipalities is 

significantly lower than its associated cost. Table 8 shows this information as a ratio 

between WG EEE and WG Cost.  
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Table 8. Profitability per WG in each municipality. Ratio between Customers EEE and Cost. 
Values above 1 indicate the customer’s EEE is greater than its associated cost, while values 
below 1 indicate a viability gap exists. 

Municipality WG1 Profitability WG2 Profitability WG3 Profitability 
Jahada 1.47 1.02 0.68 

Miklajung 1.53 1.19 0.68 
Kedarseu 1.31 0.97 0.71 

Dogadaker 0.85 0.60 0.52 
Chure 1.06 0.81 0.59 

Baddikedar 1.12 0.77 0.51 
Badimalika 1.69 1.07 0.70 

Shuklaphanta 1.06 0.79 0.53 
Bithadchir 1.06 0.82 0.47 
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The difference between  WG cost and EEE can be also referred to as the viability gap. This 

is conveyed too in Figure 17. It can be noted that while in the municipalities where a 

positive viability gap exists for WG2 it is relatively low (AVG   75 USD per customer), in all 

municipalities the viability gap for WG3 is high (AVG 515 USD per customer).  

 

 

Figure 17. Viability Gap in USD per Wealth Group and Municipality. Negative values for viability 
gap indicate the WG in that specific municipality is economically viable.Points above zero 
indicate unviable WGs that would require subsidy, and are displayed in red.   

 

3.7 Customer Distribution Adaptation 

The findings above allow the quantification of required subsidy for different energy access 

levels and in different municipalities. This section provides the feasible customer 

distribution (if a feasible customer distribution exists) that resembles the most to the 

originally identified one without considering any kind of subsidy.  
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Figure 18. Comparison of Initial Customer Distribution per Municipality (Blue) and Feasible 
Customer Distribution (Red). Different WGs are shown in X-axis, and Y-axis shows percentage 
of customers in the community. Arrow direction indicates the change of percentage within one 
WG between the initial and feasible distribution. Two overlapping distributions indicate  it was 
viable from the start. 

 

In Figure 18 it can be seen how only three municipalities had customer distributions that 

were initially feasible, four if we include Chure, that required minimal modifications. On 

the other hand, the municipality whose feasible distribution differs more from its initial 

one is Dogadaker, where all its WG3 customers and almost all its WG2 has to be shifted 

to WG1. While most municipalities achieved feasibility by shifting customers from WG2 

and WG3 to WG1, in Jahada we observe how it was only necessary to shift customers 

from WG3 to WG2. Also, even if in all municipalities WG3 customers have a viability gap, 

in some feasible distributions a small percentage of WG3 is observed. This is possible 

thanks to at least one of the other WG’s profitability.  
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3.8 Sensitivity Analysis 

The considered project lifetime and the percentage of AHE considered for EEE are two 

relevant assumptions in the described methodology. To assess their relevance and potential 

implications a sensitivity analysis was performed, where 8, 12 and 16 years were considered 

for the project lifetime, and 3%, 5% and 7% were considered for percentage of annual 

expenditures used for estimated energy expenditures. The results of this analysis can be 

observed in Figure 19, where the 12 year and 5% scenario represents the case case described 

above. 

 

Figure 19. Sensitivity Analysis  for Project Lifetime and % of AHE considered for EEE. Conveys 
how these variables affect the average subsidy per customer required in each municipality.  
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It can be observed that if the 5% scenario is not modified, increasing the project lifetime 

from 12 to 16 years would already imply that all but two municipalities would require no 

subsidy on average. This suggests that working towards a long-term and low interest 

development loans can already be an effective way to overcome the initial viability gap. 

Alternatively, a higher percentage of AHE was also considered, so as to convey the reality 

of households that currently have higher energy expenditures, like for example houses 

with significant kerosene consumption. Except for the cases of Dogadeker and 

Shuklaphanta, subsidy would not be required if 7% of AHE is considered for EEE. Finally, 

it can also be observed that decreasing the fraction of AHE to 3% significantly increases 

the level of required subsidy, suggesting that this scenario would most likely need the aid 

of external funding in all municipalities.  
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Chapter 4:  Discussion 

How can the energy access level and distribution of customers be linked to an overall 

project cost estimation for rural microgrids? 

In order to link the energy access level and the distribution of customers to an overall project 

cost estimation for rural microgrids, the surveyed households were clustered into wealth 

groups using socioeconomic variables regarding education, financial status, appliance 

ownership and willingness to pay as input. The wealth groups were developed based on an 

understanding of the complexity in defining wealth for households that are not integrated 

into the market economy, such as subsistence farmers. Usage of assets and stated 

preference variables should therefore give a reasonably accurate segregation of both non-

market and market integrated households.  

In order to translate this customer segregation into quantitative energy needs, a stochastic 

load modeller was built in R, that realistically captures daily variation in appliance usage and 

allows to build representative load profiles for each wealth group, based on appliance 

ownership probability and usage parameters. Being able to model load profiles using a 

probability of ownership allows developers to realistically simulate a group of clusters 

without having to impose binary criteria regarding the possession of appliances.  This load 

modeller was used to efficiently build a database of community load profiles, considering a 

wide range of customer distributions and community sizes. Subsequently, microgrid 

simulation tool Offgridders was used to size and optimise solutions for each of these load 

profiles, and a cost estimation considering CAPEX and OPEX was obtained for each simulated 

community. Real component costs for Nepal were considered in the energy system 

modelling 

 A linear model was designed in order to promptly obtain an overall cost estimation for rural 

microgrids based on an initial customer distribution. This can save developers a lot of time 

and human resources involved in the project design stages. Although it is true that the unit 

costs considered for the different components are fixed and this may not entirely represent 

the price variation observed in the market, prices are still based on real minigrid experience 

in Nepal and thus are considered to be realistic. For further work, the cost estimator’s 

applicability range could be expanded in terms of community size by including non-linear 

costs for sections such as distribution, project development or logistics.  Additionally, only 

the most common minigrid technology was explored, this is Solar PV + Storage + Diesel, due 
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to standardisation easiness, but it would make sense to explore other alternatives such as 

hydro or wind if we consider Nepal’s natural resources.  

 

How can a community’s ability to pay be integrated into the microgrid feasibility 

assessment process so as to avoid costly adaptations at a later project stage? 

The community’s energy economic potential was integrated into the microgrid feasibility 

assessment process, with the aim of avoiding costly adaptations at a later project stage. Once 

the customers were clustered into WGs, the average customer cluster distribution in each 

municipality is used to define the customer distribution of minigrids or communities in that 

municipality. While it is true that not all communities in a given municipality will have the 

same distribution and that this method does not capture the heterogeneity within a 

municipality, it was considered robust enough to satisfactorily represent the average 

situation in the studied region. 

A proxy for annual household expenditure is analytically obtained from the gathered survey 

data. From this AHE, based on literature review regarding the boundaries of energy poverty, 

a conservative percentage of this AHE is assumed to be used for energy services, thus 

obtaining an annual estimation of the energy expenditures (EEE). The average EEE per WG 

for each municipality will be considered. Considering the mean value implies that not all HH 

in WG in a given municipality could afford that value. Still, it would be the task of developers 

and tariff designers to compensate this with the HH that fall on the higher side of the 

distribution, as this methodology is only intended to obtain an overall estimation of the 

community’s minigrid economic potential. A project lifetime of 12 years is used as a base 

case to extend this EEE over a realistic and conservative period. All the calculations are done 

in year zero USD and without considering interest rates in loans. A next step could be to 

financially improve this study by including different inflation and discount rates for tariffs, 

fuel costs and HH economy, but it was considered out of scope for this project.  

Based on a municipality’s customer distribution , by combining all the different EEE per WG, 

the community’s  minigrid economic potential is obtained. This figure can be compared to 

the estimated cost for the same community, and thus establish if a viability gap exists. It can 

be observed in Figure 16 how EEE increases at a slower pace than cost as the WG increases. 

This surprisingly means that the less wealthy group would be the most viable and profitable 

according to these assumptions, implying that increased demand for energy services as 
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household WG increases is not backed up by available income, but that estimated energy 

expenditures would be sufficient to cover the costs of basic energy services. In several 

municipalities, a higher percentage of WG2 and WG3 can be kept in the feasible distribution 

thanks to profit obtained from WG1 customers. It is an open question whether the goal of 

the planner is providing all households with what they desire or whether the lowest 

expenditures for each household is desired.  

In conclusion, being able to quickly compare the cost of an assessed community with its 

energy economic potential at early stages of the project design is considered to be a 

significant improvement for developers, as they could efficiently assess a realistic and viable 

potential or the specific need of funding for each type of customer.  

 

What are the implications of different municipal-level scenarios of customer distribution 

prioritisation and energy-access level modifications on microgrid project viability? 

Conclusions regarding the implications of different municipal-level scenarios of customer-

distribution prioritisation and energy-access-level modifications in microgrid project viability 

can be drawn from the obtained results. The different municipal-level scenarios of customer 

viability indicate that WG1 customers are viable in practically all municipalities. This implies 

that according to this study, basic energy services (lighting and communication) require no 

further intervention from a subsidy perspective. The recommendation for policy makers 

regarding access to basic energy services to the entire rural population would be to work 

alongside the private sector and finance institutions to secure long term and low interest 

deals, rather than working on fund raising for grants. On the other hand, it can be understood 

that demand for higher energy services does exist, but there is a significant lack of available 

income or expenditures that restricts this energy demand growth, as it is not yet viable. It is 

therefore evident that the demand for increased energy services and the available income 

do not follow a linear progress, and policy makers should work on bridging this gap to 

encourage socioeconomic development.  

Energy services related to WG2 (entertainment, space cooling) are not affordable in 6 out of 

9 municipalities, but its profitability index is in most cases close to 1, and the average subsidy 

required per WG2 customer lies at 75 USD per HH for the entire project lifetime. The 

conclusion extracted from this is that with relatively low subsidy a higher level of 

electrification could be reached in most municipalities. On the other hand, the average 
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subsidy required for WG3 customers is 515 USD per HH. Data for grid extension costs per HH 

for Nepal has not been found,  but in other countries it is found to be between 1000 and 

2000 USD per HH (based on an average km extension)[89][90]. This suggests that in rural 

Nepal, according to our findings, if communities were to be electrified and supplied with 

their total energy demand, subsidies for decentralised energy would be preferable than grid 

extension from an economic perspective. However, if no national electrification plan is 

foreseen, it may be recommendable for developers and policy makers to focus on creating a 

regulatory framework that allows supplying all customers with energy services related to 

WG2. The study also shows a high level of regional diversity, even within a province, and thus 

suggests that policies should be adapted based on the socioeconomic situation of each 

region, so as to optimize the impact of grants or subsidies.   

Figure 18 suggests that according to our EEE assumptions, only 4 out of the 9 municipalities 

have a feasible average distribution. These are Kedarseu, Chure Badimalike and Miklajung. 

Additionally, Bithadchir also did not require a significant modification in its customer 

distribution. It can be seen that except Miklajung (wealthiest analysed municipality), all these 

municipalities have in common that their initial distribution had a predominant share of WG1 

customers. Besides of the general benefits that this methodology brings to developers, the 

particular results of this adaptation exercise can serve as a guide for developers planning to 

work in the rural Nepal context: When planning to target communities that have not been 

selected in any electrification plan or are not eligible for subsidies, it will be easier to deliver 

a supply which matches the desired demand in those communities where the required 

energy services are predominantly basic. 

The sensitivity analysis shown in Figure 19 has proven that extending the lifetime of the 

project i.e working towards longer term loans with low interest, is probably the most 

effective way to increase the viability of projects, or significantly reducing the required 

subsidy. If the base case percentage of EEE is considered, all but two municipalities would 

have feasible average customer distributions if the investment could be repaid with no 

interest in 16 years. While it is true that realistically at least a small percentage of interest 

would most likely be present, this still shows the need for policy makers to work alongside 

the private sector and finance institutions or cooperation organisations to build a framework 

that allows low-interest loans.   
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Chapter 5:  Conclusions 

In this work, I developed a method to integrate household ability to pay and energy demand 

into the early stages of decentralised energy supply project development with the aim to 

reduce development time and cost.  I applied my developed method with rural Nepal as a 

case study, using an extensive household survey based on multidimensional energy access 

developed by the Reiner Lemoine Institute and covering more than 3600 households in nine 

different municipalities.  

Households across all municipalities were clustered into wealth groups using the k-means 

algorithm and socioeconomic variables as input. The proportions of each wealth group were 

taken as representative of a typical community.  A simple linear solar minigrid cost estimator 

was built to quickly estimate the overall cost of a project based on its customer distribution.   

I took an affordable percentage of annual household expenditures as a proxy for available 

energy expenditures. Combining this with an average project lifetime, I obtained the present 

value of all household’s estimated total energy expenditures classified by wealth group and 

municipality. By scaling this using the customer distribution for a representative community 

in each municipality and the number of desired households, the community’s minigrid 

economic potential was then calculated. This economic potential is then compared to the 

estimated cost of a solar minigrid providing the desired energy service. In order to solve 

economic viability gaps, a customer-distribution-adaptation algorithm was developed. The 

algorithm suggests the most viable customer distribution according to the initial energy 

demand. Besides providing a feasible alternative, the algorithm allows to compare the 

degree of adaptation that was required. 

The results of the Nepali case study suggest that supplying the electricity for basic energy 

services is viable in almost all the surveyed municipalities, and therefore invites policy 

makers and energy planners to work along finance institutions to develop loan schemes that 

allow this electrification. On the other hand, demand for extended energy services was also 

found, but there is a significant lack of available income, and in order to deliver this services 

subsidies are required. The level of expected energy services increases at a faster pace than 

available income as we move up the built wealth groups, which suggests that policy makers 

should work on bridging this gap to foster socioeconomic development.  

My research also suggests that with a low level of subsidy of 75 USD per HH on average, 

extended energy services such as entertainment and space cooling can be achieved in the 
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studied regions. Findings also show that in order to supply HH with thermal loads and high 

power appliances, a significantly higher grant is required (515 USD per HH). While both of 

these values are lower than typical grid extension costs, it would be recommendable that 

developers and policy makers focus on supplying all customers who desire it with energy 

services related to WG2. Regarding the customer-distribution adaptation algorithm, 

municipalities with a high fraction of customers requiring basic services were the most 

viable. This finding can be used for developers in order to prioritise communities that are not 

eligible for an electrification programme or subsidy plan.  The performed sensitivity analysis 

also showed that the most effective way to increase project viability without compromising 

HH’s economic situation can be to extend the project lifetime or payback from 12 to 16 years. 

In this case, only two municipalities had distributions that required adaptation, and the rest 

were initially feasible. This emphasizes the need for governments in developing countries to 

work along financing institutions and development institutions in order to secure these long 

term and low interest loans. Regarding the applicability of this methodology, clustering 

customers according to their wealth makes it easier to understand and analyse the 

heterogeneity in the energy demand and economic potential of a community. In this case it 

was found that a high level or regional diversity exists even within a province, and thus 

policies should be region-based so as to optimise the effect of subsidies. Additionally, after 

clustering the sample into wealth groups, the construction of a cost estimator based on 

customer distribution becomes less complex, and this can save significant time resources for 

developers planning an energy system in a specific region.  

While the conducted research has been able to design a methodology that can optimise the 

energy planning process in rural areas there have been some limitations that could be 

addressed in further work. Firstly, all calculations have been performed in present value 

(year zero USD), which is a simplification that made the construction of the methodology 

more managable. Secondly, the stochastic load modellers’ parameters are defined using 

survey data, but have not been validated on site and could lead to under or over estimation, 

depending on the household’s leader accuracy of response.Thirdly, the cost estimator has 

been constructed considering only a Solar PV, lead acid storage and diesel generator backup 

technology. It is possible that some areas with a higher potential for other renewable sources 

are depicted as less favourable as a consequence of only considering one minigrid 

configuration. Additionally, the modelling tool used to create the cost estimator considered 

linear costs for components and other costs such as project development, distribution line, 
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logistics or installation. These cost parametrisation would fail to capture the effects of 

economy of scale or a multi-site project where soft costs could be reduced. Lastly, it was only 

possible to establish a literature-accepted value for estimating energy expenditures as a 

percentage of annual household expenditures. While it falls within the ranges of previous 

studies and is consistent with experience in other projects, it is not a revealed or stated WTP 

but an affordability restriction which does not consider the customer’s perception of value.  

In order to improve the stochastic load modeller’s accuracy, real measurements regarding 

energy consumption and appliance usage should be performed to compare with the current 

model and amend potential sources of error. Selecting a community and installing meters to 

compare the modelled load profile with the measured consumption would be an effective 

first step. Regarding financial simplification,  

All the calculations were performed considering present value and Y0 USD for simplicity 

purposes. However including in the model the possibility to model independently 

parameters like inflation, exchange rates, interest rates or fuel cost variation would increase 

its robustness and reliability. 

In order to improve the cost estimator, implementing alternatives to better consider the 

complete range of relevant renewable solutions would be the next step. The process would 

be comparable to the one followed for solar minigrids but modelling a different technology 

and its related costs with our simulation tool. Then developers would be able to assess the 

implications of using different technologies. However, this would require some further 

thinking regarding how to deal with location specific resources such as wind or hydro.  

Lastly the value of the study would be enhanced if the affordable value that was defined for 

estimated energy expenditures was compared to the household’s revealed WTP, so as to 

also include and consider its perception of value. 
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Appendix A: Customer Wealth Groups Characterization 

The following figure shows the different packages that were offered to households. From 
the answer to these questions, the variable ‘WTP Package’ used in the clustering 
algorithm is constructed, as explained in Customer Classification. 

 

Figure A. 1 Energy Packages offered to households with the different price bids. The figure shows 
the number of hours of supply the package offered and which appliances could be supplied.  

 

The following table and figures convey the values for the different variables considered in 
the clustering algorithm that defines the different wealth groups. 

Table A. 1 Mean Values per Wealth Group for Variables considered in clustering algorithm. Values 
for Education (1-No Schooling, 2- Primary Education, 3- Secondary Education, 4- Graduate), WTP 
Package (1 – Bid for Package 1, 2 – Bid for Package 2, 3 – Bid for Package 3). 

Wealth 
Group 

Education Current 
Appliances 

Desired 
Appliances 

Bank 
Account 

WTP Package 

WG1 2.58 1.67 4.34 48% 0.71 

WG2 2.87 3.39 2.30 58% 0.86 

WG3 2.98 5.67 6.65 76% 0.98 
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Figure A. 2 Number of Currently Owned Appliances per Wealth Group. Each coloured dot represents 
an observation, while black line represents median. 
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Figure A. 3 Number of Desired Owned Appliances per Wealth Group. Each coloured dot represents 
an observation, while black line represents median. 

 

 

Figure A. 4 Household Annual Expenditures per WG. Calculated as shown in Equation (1). Note: This 
variable was not considered in the clustering algorith, but is displayed to show how the 
expenditures vary amongst different wealth groups . 
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Figure A. 5 Household Financial Status per Wealth Group. Y axis indicates percentage of households 
owning a bank account, X-axis for WG.  

 

 

 

Figure A. 6 Percentage of HH selecting packages 1, 2  or 3 per Wealth Group. HH that rejected all 
packages ( PCKG = 0) have been removed from this graph.  
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Figure A. 7. Maximum Education Level per HH for each WG.   Colour indicates level of education, 
and y-axis indicates percentage of population in that WG. 
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Appendix B: Stochastic Load Modeller Input Definition  

 

 

Wealth Group Appliance Usage Definition 
 

Table A. 2 Wealth Group 1 Appliance Characterisation 

APPLIANCE 
OWNERSHIP 
LIKELIHOOD QUANTITY 

MIN. 
OCCUR. 

MAX. 
OCCUR. 

MIN. OCC. 
HOURS 

MAX. OCC. 
HOURS 

MAX. DAY 
HOURS 

POWER 
(WATTS) 

LED 1 4 4 8 2 10 10 5 

LED.NIGHT 1 1 0 3 1 2 5 5 

MOBILE 1 3 1 2 2 6 8 5 

LAPTOP 0,01 1 1 2 2 8 10 15 

TABLET 0,5 1 2 4 3 6 10 12 

RADIO 0,5 1 2 4 3 6 16 5 

TV 0,35 1 1 4 2 4 8 20 

FAN 0,16 1 1 4 2 6 16 30 

FRIDGE 0,02 1 150 151 1 2 150 40 

COOKER 0,02 1 1 2 1 2 10 300 

IRON 0 1 0 1 1 2 10 600 

WATERPUMP 0,01 1 0 2 1 4 6 350 

 

Table A. 3 Wealth Group 2 Appliance Characterisation 

APPLIANCE 
OWNERSHIP 
LIKELIHOOD QUANTITY 

MIN. 
OCCUR. 

MAX. 
OCCUR. 

MIN. OCC. 
HOURS 

MAX. OCC. 
HOURS 

MAX. DAY 
HOURS 

POWER 
(WATTS) 

LED 1 4 4 8 2 10 15 5 

LED.NIGHT 1 2 0 3 1 2 5 5 

MOBILE 1 3 1 2 2 6 8 5 

LAPTOP 0,04 1 1 2 2 8 10 15 

TABLET 1 2 2 4 3 6 10 12 

RADIO 0,87 2 2 4 3 6 16 5 
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TV 0,56 1 1 4 2 4 8 20 

FAN 0,31 2 1 4 2 6 16 30 

FRIDGE 0,05 1 150 151 1 2 150 40 

COOKER 0,09 1 1 2 1 2 10 300 

IRON 0,03 1 0 1 1 2 10 600 

WATERPUMP 0,03 1 0 2 1 4 6 350 

 

Table A. 4 Wealth Group 3 Appliance Characterisation 

APPLIANCE 
OWNERSHIP 
LIKELIHOOD QUANTITY 

MIN. 
OCCUR. 

MAX. 
OCCUR. 

MIN. OCC. 
HOURS 

MAX. OCC. 
HOURS 

MAX. DAY 
HOURS 

POWER 
(WATTS) 

LED 1 4 4 8 2 10 15 5 

LED.NIGHT 1 2 0 3 1 2 5 5 

MOBILE 1 3 1 2 2 6 8 5 

LAPTOP 0,04 1 1 2 2 8 10 15 

TABLET 1 2 2 4 3 6 10 12 

RADIO 0,87 2 2 4 3 6 16 5 

TV 0,56 1 1 4 2 4 8 20 

FAN 0,31 2 1 4 2 6 16 30 

FRIDGE 0,05 1 150 151 1 2 150 40 

COOKER 0,09 1 1 2 1 2 10 300 

IRON 0,03 1 0 1 1 2 10 600 

WATERPUMP 0,26 1 0 2 1 4 6 350 
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Table A. 5 Availability Window for all Wealth Groups. Value 1 indicates appliance can be used 
within that frame, value 0 indicates it cannot.  

 

LED LED Night Mobile Laptop Tablet Radio TV Fan Fridge Cooker Iron Waterpump
0:00 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0:30 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
1:00 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
1:30 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
2:00 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
2:30 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
3:00 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
3:30 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
4:00 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
4:30 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
5:00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
5:30 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
6:00 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
6:30 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
7:00 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
7:30 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
8:00 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
8:30 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
9:00 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
9:30 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1

10:00 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1
10:30 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1
11:00 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1
11:30 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1
12:00 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1
12:30 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
13:00 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
13:30 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
14:00 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
14:30 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
15:00 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
15:30 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
16:00 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
16:30 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
17:00 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
17:30 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
18:00 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
18:30 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
19:00 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
19:30 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
20:00 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
20:30 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
21:00 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
21:30 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
22:00 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
22:30 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
23:00 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
23:30 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
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Code and Logic for Stochastic Load Modeller Function 
 

The following figure conveys the logic followed by the stochastic load modellerfor one 

appliance, in more detail than in Figure 9. 

 

Figure A. Stochastic Load modeller logic for one appliance 

 

The following code is the function used to generate one daily load profile for one household. 

The input required for this function is what type of HH it must simulate (WG1 , WG2, WG3). 

This will define which of the appliance definition tables above is loaded into the function and 

used as input.  

generate_load <- function(ctyp){ 
# Section 1  
# Step 1.1: Data Import depending on type of Customer 
if (ctyp == 'T1' ){ 
  load <- load_basic <- read_xlsx(here::here("data","survey_apps_future.xlsx"), 
                                  sheet = "apps_low")} 
if (ctyp == 'T2' ){ 
  load <- load_rich <- read_xlsx(here::here("data","survey_apps_future.xlsx"), 
                                 sheet = "apps_medium")} 
if (ctyp == 'T3' ){ 
  load <- load_rich <- read_xlsx(here::here("data","survey_apps_future.xlsx"), 
                                   sheet = "apps_high")} 
 
  # Applies probability of ownership for each appliance   
load <- load %>%  
    rowwise() %>%  
    mutate(own = rbinom(1,1,prob)) %>%  
    filter(own == 1) 
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## Step 1.2: Number of Occurrences Generation 
  # Create table where number of occurrences per app will be generated 
  load_n <- setNames(data.frame(matrix(ncol = 5, nrow = 0)), 
                   c("loadid","loadtype","nj","djmin","djmax")) 
  for (a in seq_along(load[['j']])){ 
    b<- load[['q']][a] 
    # Fill in table with range input parameters 
    njmin<-load[['nj_min']][a] 
    njmax<-load[['nj_max']][a] 
    djmin<-load[['d_min']][a] 
    djmax<-load[['d_max']][a] 
    loadnum<-1 
    # Generate number of occurrences per appliance 
    for (c in 1:b){ 
      #Generation of random number betweeen njmin and njmax 
      if (load[['j']][a] == 'water.pump') { 
        n_random<- rbinom(1, 1, 1) 
      }else if (load[['j']][a] == 'fridge'){ 
        n_random <- njmin 
      }else{ 
        n_random <- sample(njmin:njmax, 1, replace = FALSE, prob = NULL)} 
      #Table created to include nj as column for each appliance type and number 
      row <- data.frame(loadid = paste(load[['j']][a],loadnum,sep="_"),  
                        loadtype = load[['j']][a],  
                        nj = n_random, djmin = djmin, djmax = djmax,  
                        stringsAsFactors = FALSE) 
      load_n <- rbind(load_n, row) 
      loadnum <- loadnum + 1 
    } 
  # Removes variables not needed anymore  
  rm(row, n_random,a,b,c, njmin,njmax,djmin,djmax,loadnum) 
} 
## Section 2  
## Step 2.1: Occurrences Durations 
##Table to save Occurrence Durations 
#creating table load_d with 4 columns and names 
load_d <- setNames(data.frame(matrix(ncol = 4, nrow = 0)), 
                   c("loadtype","loadid","loadoccid", "dij")) 
 
# Step 1.2: 
#import Availability Window Based on Customer Type 
if (ctyp == 'T1' ){ 
  window <- window_basic <-  
   read_xlsx(here::here("data","survey_apps_future.xlsx"), sheet = "window_low") 
} 
if (ctyp == 'T2' ){ 
  window <- window_rich <-  
    read_xlsx(here::here("data","survey_apps_future.xlsx"), sheet = 
"window_medium") 
} 
if (ctyp == 'T3' ){ 
  window <- window_rich <-  
    read_xlsx(here::here("data","survey_apps_future.xlsx"), sheet = "window_high") 
} 
 
##Generation of occurrence duration times dij 
#creating table load_d with 4 columns and names 
load_d <- setNames(data.frame(matrix(ncol = 4, nrow = 0)), 
                   c("loadtype","loadid","loadoccid", "dij")) 
 
for (d in seq_along(load_n[['loadid']])) { 
  #Assignate Number of Occurrences from load_n table 
  #Establish min and max durations 
  djmin<-load_n[['djmin']][d] 
  djmax<-load_n[['djmax']][d] 
  nj<-load_n[['nj']][d] 
  loadtype <- load_n[['loadtype']][d] 
  #counter to give an id to all occurrances 
  occurance <- 1 
  while (occurance<=nj) { 
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    ##Generation of random duration betweeen dmin and dmax 
    if (load_n[['loadtype']][d]=='fridge'){ 
      d_random <- djmin   
    }else{ 
    d_random <- sample(djmin:djmax, 1, replace = FALSE, prob = NULL) 
    } 
    ##Table including duration as column for each ocurrence of each appliance 
    row <- data.frame(loadtype = loadtype, loadid = load_n[['loadid']][d],  
                      loadoccid = paste(load_n[['loadid']][d], occurance,sep="_"),  
                      dij = d_random, stringsAsFactors = FALSE) 
    load_d <-rbind(load_d, row) 
    occurance <- occurance + 1 
  } 
} 
 
# Step 2.2: Occurence Time Creation 
load_w <- data.frame(matrix(ncol = 0, nrow = 48)) 
#Process input tables of windows into vectors for each load appliance 
for (f in seq_along(load_n[['loadid']])) { 
  loadwindow <- window %>% filter(j == load_n[['loadtype']][f]) %>%  
    select(w0:w47) %>% as.numeric() 
  load_w[[f]] <- loadwindow 
  rm(f,loadwindow) 
} 
colnames(load_w) <- load_n$loadid 
 
load_on <- data.frame(matrix(ncol = 0, nrow = 48)) 
 
#Time assignation checking with window vectors 
for (g in seq_along(load_n[['loadid']])){ 
  windowocc <- load_w[[g]] 
  occ1 <- load_d %>% filter(loadid == load_n[['loadid']][g]) 
  loadocc<-occ1[['loadoccid']] 
  #counter to keep track of hours a load is used 
  loadhours <- 0 
   
  for (h in seq_along(loadocc)) { 
    dij <- load_d %>% filter(loadoccid == loadocc[[h]]) %>% select(dij) %>% pull() 
    # avble is a vector for the remaining available time slots 
    avbl <- which(windowocc == 1)  
    # if no more available timeslots, break 
    if (length(avbl) == 0) break 
    #Assignates a time start within available window 
    t <- sample(avbl, 1, replace = TRUE, prob = NULL) 
    d <- 1 
    #Used to define the maximum hours a load can be used 
    loadtype <- occ1[['loadtype']][h] 
    dmax <- load %>% filter(j==loadtype) %>% select(d_tot) %>% pull() 
    while (t <= 48 && d <= dij && loadhours<dmax) { 
      #Makes sure the time slot is available 
      while (windowocc[[t]] == 1) { 
        windowocc[[t]] <- 2 
        loadhours <- loadhours+1 
      } 
      d <- d + 1 
      t <- t + 1 
    } 
  } 
  load_on[[g]]<-windowocc 
  #rm(avbl,d,dij,dmax,g,h,loadhours,loadocc,loadtype,t,windowocc,OCC1) 
} 
colnames(load_on) <- load_n$loadid 
# Changes values from 1:2 to binary 0:1, in order to scale with power ratings 
load_on[load_on == "1"] <- 0 
load_on[load_on == "2"] <- 1 
# scale usage times for each appliance with their rated power 
for (i in colnames(load_on)) { 
  loadtype <- sub('_.*', '', i) 
  typefilt<-load %>% filter(j == loadtype) 
  power<-typefilt[['power']] 
  load_on[[i]] <- load_on[[i]] * power 
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} 
 
load_plot <- load_on %>% gather(loadid,power) %>%  
  mutate(hour = rep(0:47,length(colnames(load_on)))) 
load_plot <- load_plot %>%  mutate (hour = hour / 2) 
total_energy <- load_plot %>% summarise(sum = sum(power)) 
 
# Mutate load_plot to gather loadtype from load_id 
load_plot <- load_plot %>% rowwise %>% mutate(loadtype = sub('_.*', '', loadid)) 
 
#mutate load_plot to convert strings into factors 
load_plot <- load_plot %>%  
  mutate(loadtype = factor(loadtype, 
                           levels = load$j)) 
# Returns table of  
return (load_plot) 
} 

Criteria Used for Desired Appliances Ownership Validation 

The information in the following table was used to filter unlikely-valid positive answers 

for future appliance ownership. A tick means that for every appliance, having accepted 

the given package is sufficient for considering the positive answer of future ownership 

valid. The most basic appliances were always considered valid. It must be noted that some 

households did not accept a bid for any of the offered packages.  

Table A. 6 Criteria for Appliance Future Ownership Validation 

 
Appliance Package 1  Package 2 Package 3 

LED Lights Always Valid Always Valid Always Valid
Phone Charger Always Valid Always Valid Always Valid 

Radio  Always Valid Always Valid Always Valid 

LED TV    

Fan   
Laptop   
Fridge   

Blender   
Rice Cooker   
Water Pump   

Iron   
Water Heater   

Air Cooler   
Electric Motor   

Microwave   
Induction Cooker   
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Appendix C: Cost Estimator  

The following figure conveys the coefficients assigned to each type of customer for the 

linear regression that was performed to build the cost estimator.  

Values for Cost Estimator Linear Regression 
 

 

Figure A. 8 Statistic Summary of Linear Regression Used to build Cost Estimator. Nt1, nt2 and nt3 
parameters defined the electrification cost per type of WG. 

 

Appendix D: Energy Expenditures Estimation Function  

The following function is used to calculate customer’s estimated energy expenditures based 

on a number of years considered for project lifetime and the percentage to be used from the 

household’s annual expenditures.  

# ATP Function ----------------------------------------------------------- 
 
calculate_customer_revenue <- function(project_lifetime,  
                                       expenditure_dataset_plot, 
expenditure_perc){ 
   
  # Create Table where HH Expenditures are Converted to Energy 
Expenditures in USD 
  appl  <- expenditure_dataset_plot %>%  
    mutate(atp = total_exp*expenditure_perc*0.00905 ) 
  # Multiply by 12 months to obtain Yearlt Energy Expenditures Estimate 
  appl  <- appl %>% mutate(customer_yearly_npv = atp*12) 
   
  # group_by WG to find atp per cluster over all municipalities 
  customers_npv <- appl %>% group_by(expgrp) %>%  
    summarise(customer_type_npv = round(median (customer_yearly_npv, na.rm 
= T))) 
   
  # table to define npv per customer type and municipality 
  municipality_npv <- appl %>% group_by(gen_6_municip,expgrp) %>%  
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    summarise(customer_type_npv =  
                round( median (customer_yearly_npv, na.rm = T))) %>%  
    mutate() 
  # data wrangling and renaming 
  municipality_npv_spread <- appl %>% group_by(gen_6_municip,expgrp) %>%  
    summarise(customer_type_npv =  
                round( median (customer_yearly_npv, na.rm = T))) %>%   
    spread(expgrp, customer_type_npv)%>% 
    na.omit() %>%  
    rename(t1_yearly_atp = type1) %>%  
    rename(t2_yearly_atp = type2) %>%  
    rename(t3_yearly_atp = type3) 
   
  # create table with customer distributions per municipality 
  municip_distribution_spread <- expenditure_dataset_plot %>%  
    group_by(gen_6_municip, expgrp) %>%  
    summarise(count = n()) %>%  
    mutate(perc = round(count / sum(count),2)) %>%  
    select(-count) %>%  
    spread(expgrp, perc)%>% 
    na.omit() %>%  
    rename(t1_perc= type1) %>%  
    rename(t2_perc = type2) %>%  
    rename(t3_perc = type3) 
   
  # create table to compare municipalities by npv, profitability and 
customer distribution 
  comparator_final <- municipality_npv_spread 
  comparator_final[5:7] <- municip_distribution_spread[2:4] 
   
  comparator_final <- comparator_final %>%  
    mutate(t1_npv = t1_yearly_atp * project_lifetime) 
  comparator_final <- comparator_final %>%  
    mutate(t2_npv = t2_yearly_atp * project_lifetime) 
  comparator_final <- comparator_final %>%  
    mutate(t3_npv = t3_yearly_atp * project_lifetime) 
  comparator_final <- comparator_final %>%  
    select(-t1_yearly_atp,-t2_yearly_atp,-t3_yearly_atp) 
return (comparator_final) 
} 
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Appendix E: Customer Distribution Adaptation  

The following function provides the feasible customer distribution that is most similar to the 

original distribution in the case of an existing viability gap. Uses table ‘input’, which is 

obtained using the function in Appendix D and defines the EEE for each WG. 

#Customer Adaptation ---------------------------------------------------- 
 
## define inputs for Adaptation Function 
project_lifetime <- 12 
# Define cost for each WG 
cost <- c(440,715,1280) 
# Define number of Households to Consider per Community 
total <- 100 
# Define Code for Municipality 
municip <- 14 
#Define percentage of AHE considered for EEE 
expenditure_perc <- 0.05 
# Creat input table from EEE function 
input<- 
calculate_customer_revenue(project_lifetime,expenditure_dataset_plot, 
                                   expenditure_perc) 
 
prioritise_summary <- function(input,total,municip){ 
   
  tolerance <- 0.02 
  # Filter by chosen municipality 
  input_municip <- input %>% filter(gen_6_municip == municip) 
   
  # Save values for npv in separate variables 
  npv <- c(input_municip[['t1_npv']],input_municip[['t2_npv']], 
           input_municip[['t3_npv']]) 
  npv1 <- npv[1] 
  npv2 <- npv[2] 
  npv3 <- npv[3] 
  # Save the highes, middle and lowest npv values per each customer type 
  lowest <- as.numeric(which.min(npv)) 
  highest <- as.numeric(which.max(npv)) 
  middle <- 6 - lowest - highest 
   
  # Save values for cost in separate variables 
  cost_u <- cost 
  cost1 <- cost_u[1] 
  cost2 <- cost_u[2] 
  cost3 <- cost_u[3] 
   
  # Save values for number of customers in separate variables 
  perc <- c(input_municip[['t1_perc']],input_municip[['t2_perc']], 
            input_municip[['t3_perc']]) 
  nt1 <- round(perc[1]*total) 
  nt2 <- round(perc[2]*total) 
  nt3 <- round(perc[3]*total) 
   
  # initial number of connections 
  distr <- c(nt1,nt2,nt3) 
  distr_0 <- c(nt1,nt2,nt3) 
   
  # initial cost estimation 
  cost_total_0 <- nt1*cost1 + nt2*cost2 + nt3*cost3 
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  # community npv 
  npv_revenue_0 <- nt1*npv1 + nt2*npv2 + nt3*npv3 
   
  # create rates for types of customer : npv / cost 
  t1_profitability <- npv1 / cost1 
  t2_profitability <- npv2 / cost2  
  t3_profitability <- npv3 / cost3 
  t_profitability <- c(t1_profitability,t2_profitability,t3_profitability) 
   
  # Sort rates in order to use index when prioritising 
  worst <- as.numeric(which.min(t_profitability)) 
  best <- as.numeric(which.max(t_profitability)) 
  intermediate <- 6 - worst - best 
   
  # Value for needed viability_gap. If negative, an extension is possible 
too.  
  viability_gap <- cost_total_0 - npv_revenue_0 
  viability_gap_new <- viability_gap 
   
  # Loop to shift customers from categories when viability_gap found 
  while (viability_gap_new > tolerance * cost_total_0){ 
    # reduce the worst category by one customer 
    distr[worst] <- distr[worst] - 1 
    # if this category already empty 
    if (distr[worst] <= 0){ 
      distr[worst] <-  0 
      # and the second worst category not empty 
      if (distr[intermediate] > 0) {  
        # reduce intermediate category by one customer 
        distr[intermediate] <- distr[intermediate]-1 
      } 
      # compensate total number of connections  into best category 
      distr[best] <- total - distr[intermediate] 
       
      # if worst category not empty yet 
    }else{ 
      # compensate the viability_gap in worst by an increase in 
intermediate 
      distr[intermediate] <- total-distr[best]-distr[worst] 
    } 
    # update new values to calculate new cost 
    newnt1 <- distr[1] 
    newnt2 <- distr[2] 
    newnt3 <- distr[3] 
    # calculate new cost 
    cost_total_new <- newnt1*cost1 + newnt2*cost2 + newnt3*cost3 
    # update viability_gap needed 
    viability_gap_new <- cost_total_new - npv_revenue_0 
    # if all customers already in best category and still need to 
reduce:break 
    if(distr[best]== total & viability_gap_new > tolerance * cost_total_0) 
break 
  } 
  # once out of loop: 
  # if viability_gap has been successful, return new distribution 
  if (viability_gap_new < tolerance * cost_total_0) { 
    lost <- 0 
    newnt1 <- distr[1] 
    newnt2 <- distr[2] 
    newnt3 <- distr[3] 
    cost_total_new <- newnt1*cost1 + newnt2*cost2 + newnt3*cost3 
    #print ('Adaptation without decreasing number of connections was 
successful') 
    # if not successful, enter customer connection decreasement loop 
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  }else{ 
    #print ('WARNING! No feasible solution without reducing number of 
connections') 
    #reset distribution to original 
    distr <- distr_0 
    npv_revenue_new <- npv_revenue_0 
    total_new <- total 
    while (viability_gap_new > tolerance * cost_total_0){ 
      if (max(c(npv1,npv2,npv3)) < min(c(cost1,cost2,cost3))){ 
        #print ('Unfeasible solution. Subsidy Required') 
        distr <- c(0,0,0) 
        cost_total_new <- cost_total_0 
        lost <- total 
        break 
      }  
      # start reducing connections, starting with customer type with 
lowest npv  
      distr[lowest] <- distr[lowest]-1 
      total_new <- total_new - 1 
      distr_new <- distr 
      npv_revenue_new <- npv_revenue_new - npv[lowest] 
      # if lowest npv customer type already empty 
      if (distr[lowest] < 0){ 
        # reset values modified before 
        distr[lowest] <- 0 
        total_new <- total  
        npv_revenue_new <- npv_revenue_new + npv[lowest] 
        # and 2nd lowest npv customer type not empty 
        if (distr[middle]  > 0){ 
          # reduce number of customers in 2nd lowest npv  
          distr[middle] <- distr[middle] - 1 
          total_new <- total - 1 
          npv_revenue_new <- npv_revenue_new - npv[middle] 
        } 
      } 
      # reduce the worst category by one customer 
      distr[worst] <- distr[worst] - 1 
      # if this category already empty 
      if (distr[worst] <= 0){ 
        distr[worst] <-  0 
        # and the second worst category not empty 
        if (distr[intermediate] > 0) {  
          # reduce intermediate category by one customer 
          distr[intermediate] <- distr[intermediate]-1 
        } 
        # compensate total number of connections  into best category 
        distr[best] <- total_new - distr[intermediate] 
         
        # if worst category not empty yet 
      } 
      else{ 
        # compensate the viability_gap in worst by an increase in 
intermediate 
        distr[intermediate] <- total_new - distr[best] - distr[worst] 
      } 
      newnt1 <- distr[1] 
      newnt2 <- distr[2] 
      newnt3 <- distr[3] 
      cost_total_new <- newnt1*cost1 + newnt2*cost2 + newnt3*cost3 
      viability_gap_new <- cost_total_new - npv_revenue_new 
      if (sum(distr) == 1 & viability_gap_new > tolerance * cost_total_0)  
break 
    } 
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    if (viability_gap_new < tolerance * cost_total_0){ 
      # calculate number of lost connections  
      lost <- total - sum(distr) 
    } 
  } 
   
  # calculate energy required modifications 
  daily_energy_0 <-  
    round((distr_0[1]*270 + distr_0[2]*650 + distr_0[3]*1240)/1000) 
  daily_energy_new <- round((distr[1]*270 + distr[2]*650 + 
distr[3]*1240)/1000) 
  percentage_decrease <-  
    round((daily_energy_0 - daily_energy_new)*100/(daily_energy_0)) 
  results <- data.frame(matrix(ncol = 0, nrow = 1)) 
  results <- results %>% mutate(municipality = municipality) 
  results <- results %>% mutate(project_lifetime = y) 
  results <- results %>% mutate(atp_perc = p) 
 
  # data naming and wrangling 
  results <- results %>% mutate(G1_profitability = 
round(t_profitability[1],2)) 
  results <- results %>% mutate(G2_profitability = 
round(t_profitability[2],2)) 
  results <- results %>% mutate(G3_profitability = 
round(t_profitability[3],2)) 
  results <- results %>% mutate(initial_G1 = distr_0[1]) 
  results <- results %>% mutate(initial_G2 = distr_0[2]) 
  results <- results %>% mutate(initial_G3 = distr_0[3]) 
  results <- results %>% mutate(feasible_G1 = distr[1]) 
  results <- results %>% mutate(feasible_G2 = distr[2]) 
  results <- results %>% mutate(feasible_G3 = distr[3]) 
   
  results <- results %>% mutate(initial_energy_kWh = daily_energy_0) 
  results <- results %>% mutate(feasible_energy_kWh = daily_energy_new) 
  results <- results %>% mutate(energy_modification_perc = -
percentage_decrease) 
   
  results <- results %>% mutate(original_cost_USD= cost_total_0) 
  results <- results %>% mutate(new_cost_USD= cost_total_new) 
  results <- results %>% mutate(viability_gap_usd = viability_gap) 
  results <- results %>%  
    mutate(viability_gap_perc =  round(100*viability_gap/cost_total_0)) 
  lost <- total - sum(distr) 
  results <- results %>% mutate(connections_lost = lost) 
 
  return(results) 
} 
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